Montessori’s Cosmic
Education
A response to the needs of the Earth, Humanity and the Second Plane Child

What are you made of? we ask the earth.
The answer could never be ‘of stone’. The
answer should be ‘of life’. ‘I am made of
life, what is in me is the work of living
creatures.’
-1935-1936, Maria Montessori, on Cosmic
Education

COSMIC EDUCATION:
• Law and Order

(elements in harmony,
diversity in unity)
• Work
• Dynamic balance
• Interdependence
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USE OF MATERIALS, RESEARCH IN BOOKS,
SELF-EXPRESSION

STORY TELLING AND AIDS TO THE
IMAGINATION
DIRECT OBSERVATION,
GOING OUT
BIOLOGY
HISTORY
GEOGRAPHY

…to give the whole of modern culture has become an impossibility, and so a need arises
for a special method, whereby all factors of culture may be introduced to the six year old;
not in a syllabus to be imposed on him, or with exac;tude of detail, but in the broadcas;ng
of the maximum number of seeds of interest…thus he may become an individual suited to
these expansive ;mes.
To Educate the Human Poten;al

Maria Montessori could see in a flash that each child must be
educated so that she understands herself as part of an
evolving universe, must receive what Montessori referred to
as a cosmic education. The modern world could not grasp
this at that time. If it required genius for this insight a century
ago, is it possible that today more of us can begin to
recognize its truth? Is it possible that our time is the time
when the modern world grasps what Maria Montessori meant
by a cosmic education and how vital it is that each child
receive one?
Brian Swimme, PhD, from a talk: Maria Montessori and the
Cosmic Creation Story
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“Intimacy with the planet in its wonder and beauty and the full depth of its
meaning is what enables an integral human relationship with the planet to
function. It is the only possibility for humans to attain their true flourishing
while honouring the other modes of earthly being. The fulfilment of the Earth
community is to be caught up in the grandeur of existence itself and in
admiration of those mysterious powers whence all this has emerged.”
Thomas Berry, The Great Work

SUBJECT: HISTORY
CHAPTER 1: PREHISTORY
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• MOVEMENT

SKILLS: HAND
• IMAGINATION:

MIND
• HYPERSOCIALITY:

HEART

Tolerance
and respect

Harmony

Cooperation

Early
humans

Rules
Ethics
Time lines

Calendars

Building a
community

Nature and beauty,
love of
environment

Religion and
philosophy

Story of the
Coming of
Human Beings,
the gift of hand,
heart and mind

Vertical studies
of a need
• Inventions

Laws of
interdependence

Time,
linear
and
cyclical

Clocks

Care of the
Environment

Horizontal
studies of a need
• Human
geography

Fundamental
needs and
tendencies,
storytelling

Early
civilizations
• History
question
charts

Own Spiritual and
physical needs

Practical
life

Art
and
Music

Cultures
around the
world
Time line
of own
country

Migration

• History
question
charts

The secret to our success
SPIRITUAL
NEEDS

HUMAN
TENDENCIES

PHYSICAL
NEEDS

Now to the very heart of wonder. Because species
diversity was created prior to humanity, and because
we evolved within it, we have never fathomed its
limits. As a consequence, the living world is the
natural domain of the most restless and paradoxical
part of the human spirit. Our sense of wonder grows
exponentially: the greater the knowledge, the deeper
the mystery and the more we seek knowledge to
create new mystery. This catalytic reaction, seemingly
an inborn human trait, draws us perpetually forward in
a search for new places and new life. Nature is to be
mastered, but (we hope) never completely. A quiet
passion burns, not for total control but for the
sensation of constant advance.
Edward O. Wilson, The Creation

A hypersocial animal
An omnivorous animal
A bipedal animal
A diurnal animal
A threatened animal
A playful animal
A creative animal
A categorising animal
A negotiating animal
An epicurean animal
A gossipy animal
A compassionate animal
A conflicted animal

Who are we?

The Hand Timeline:
the story of unknown
heroes

Babylonian Numerals
1
10
25
197

3 x 60

17 x 1

2 x 60

36 x 1

3756
1x 602
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“Great creations come from the mathematical mind,
so we must always consider all that is mathematical
as a means of mental development.”
Maria Montessori, Creative Development in the
Child, vol 1 p 134

“The (Story of the Alphabet) may awaken admiration
for the marvel…a deep appreciation for the work
that has been done…and awaken gratitude.”
Maria Montessori, Creative Development in the
Child, vol 2 p 211

Fire made us bold (melody: Jason Mraz - I’m Yours)
Lyrics, Carla Foster adapted from lyrics by Thor Kristian Litleskare
Well you struck down, and from heaven we felt it
We wanted to capture your power we held it
You lit bright up a branch, and held us entranced.
We saw you as a gift, a divine intervention.
Could never leave you be, gave you constant
attention
Could not let you go dark, this sacred and holy
spark
The flames they made us strong
Made us move on
From dark and cold
Fire made us bold.

We opened up our minds and saw that you
Could help us make our every dream come true.

We looked into the flames and we saw heat, light,
food and
Listened to the music of the moment and we
grabbed the chance
You could lead us in this dance
We looked into the flames and we saw strength,
cre-a-tion, love.
The flames they make us strong
Make us move on
From dark and cold
Fire makes us bold.
No need to stay one place
We can branch out
This is our fate
Fire makes us bold

Human consciousness comes into the world as a flaming ball of imagination.
Everything invented by man, physical or mental, is the fruit of someone’s
imagination.
To Educate the Human Potential, Chapter 2

•

Inspirere: Latin inspirare, “to breathe into”

•

Entusiasme: Greek enthous, “possessed by a god”

